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FOR THE HYBRID WORK 
ENVIRONMENT OF TOMORROW.
Frame has been designed to increase the productivity, connectivity 
and well-being of individuals and teams. It's a three-dimensional  
wall-system that allows you to easily customize mobile wall  
and corner arrangements, making fixed pods or walls obsolete. 

Designer Robert Bronwasser: "Frame is a people-centered design 
solution which responds to the five needs of the hybrid working world 
of tomorrow: flexibility, bonding, comfort, safety and productivity."

Frame Corner with wardrobe and bulletin board.
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SPACES WITHIN A SPACE.
Lightweight, easily moveable, with distinct colours, fabrics and 
accessories. Frame offers you the building blocks to realize the 
perfect office-in-the-office. It is a forward design solution that 
helps to create a pod-like flex environment when you need it.
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OPEN SPACE MADE PERSONAL.
Frame is an architectural wall-system that provides extra visual 
and acoustic privacy for hybrid workspaces, while improving 
spatial functionality. Adapt space into a Zoom room in minutes, 
foster face to face interactions or group connection.  
Frame facilitates spatial transformation.

Frame Corner with whiteboard and fabric panel.
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Frame Light Frame Bold Frame Corner

LCD support *magazine holders shelves *trays

* Only for Frame Bold

coat hooks coat hangers

fabric acoustic felt whiteboardbulletin board acrylic glasslaminate
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EXAMPLES

Frame Light |  80 cm Wardrobe - 120 cm magazine holder - 160 cm fabric panel - 200 cm whiteboard

Frame Bold | 80 cm shelves - 120 cm LCD holder - 160 cm shelves - 200 cm LCD holder

Frame Corner | 80 cm wardrobe, 160 cm acoustic - 80 cm laminate, 120 cm brochure holder - 200 cm whiteboard, 120 cm laminate
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INTERIORS

TYPESBASE

DESIGN BY ROBERT BRONWASSER

DIMENSIONS (CM)

FRAME

80 120 160 200
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